Salmon in
Yo u r
S ch o o l y a rd
A how-to guide for establishing a school
based stewardship program in your
community
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Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS)
LEPS is a non profit partnership-driven organization founded in
1993, to achieve the mission of “protecting and restoring the
natural
environment through education, cooperation and action”.
For more information on LEPS please visit:
www.leps.bc.ca

LEPS would like to acknowledge the following for their assistance with the creation of
Salmon in Your Schoolyard:
Bev Bowler and Joanne Day, Fisheries and Oceans Canada; Stream of Dreams Mural
Society; the Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Centre.
This How-To guide was written by Tara MacDonald, with assistance from Sarah Atherton.
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Goals and
Background
Salmon in Your Schoolyard (SIYS), seeks to move schools to action by
motivating students to become better stewards of their local watersheds. The
program opens doors for students and teachers, allowing them to get
involved in salmon stewardship within their communities. The program design
is easily modified for use by environmental organizations throughout the
Fraser Basin.
SIYS was designed as a “residency program” rather than a workshop. Instead
of visiting the school once to deliver its message, SIYS has a 2-4 week
presence in each participating school. During the first week, teachers oversee
three activities to ensure that students have a basic level of salmon
awareness. At the end of week 1 or 2, students complete a field day hosted by
SIYS staff. Three stations are set up in the schoolyard or in the gym, each
giving students a better notion of what makes a watershed healthy for
salmon. Each station also provides hands-on experiences that highlight
behaviours that students can adopt in order to best support the needs of
salmon. Following the field day, students design a stewardship project which
is shared and celebrated at the end of the program. Students receive beads
for each stage of the program and build a keychain/zipper pull to signify the
work they have accomplished.
In addition to providing support to schools in the form of expertise and
facilitation, Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) also developed a
resource guide for participating students and teachers. The guide provides
references and suggestions to stimulate ideas for either class or individual
stewardship projects. By providing the guide, along with a teacher resource
kit, LEPS hopes that SIYS will educate and lead schools to action, while
minimizing interruptions to regular classroom routines and workloads.
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Introduction

So you’ve decided to bring watershed stewardship into the schools of your
community. Congratulations on your decision to take on this rewarding and
exciting adventure! The following resource is a detailed reflection of the steps
that LEPS took to develop its SIYS stewardship program.
SIYS has been designed as a bridging program to help connect teachers with
community resources and to help students make connections between
classroom learning and out of school environmental experiences.
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T imeline

SIYS is a program that was originally developed to be completed over a 6
week period. The most intensive work occurs during the preparation stage,
and the majority of staff resources are required during implementation.
This calendar of events reflects the approximate time that should be allotted
for each of the three program stages: Preparation, Implementation and
Evaluation.

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Week 1: Preparation
•
•

Program promotion
Resource preparation

Week 2: Preparation
•
•

Setting the schedule
Resource preparation

Week 3: Implementation Part A
•
•

Teacher meeting
Resource distribution to school

Week 4: Implementation Part B
•

Workshop presentation(s)

Week 5: Implementation Part C
•
•

Stewardship project (facilitation optional)
Celebration

Week 6: Evaluation
•
•

Program evaluation
Program modification
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1

Preparation

Program Promotion

Setting the schedule

Teacher and Student resource preparation

Workshop Resource
Preparation

Program Promotion
Materials (Digital versions of all promotional materials are available at leps.bc.ca)
• Poster
• Postcard
• Administrative Package (letter to teacher/administrator, program outline and
curriculum links)
For Consideration
Because SIYS is a multi-visit program and requires careful scheduling, it is best to launch
program promotion in the schools early in the year. This allows teachers to consider
curriculum connections and will minimize conflict with pre-existing school plans .
It is best to send the promotional materials to individual teachers rather than the school as
teachers are more likely to read information delivered directly to their mailboxes. Sending
digital information via email can also be effective and has environmental and financial
benefits.

Setting the Schedule
Materials
• Calendar
For Consideration
When scheduling a school or a group of classes for SIYS, you will need to set the following
dates:
• Teacher meeting: Allow for approximately 30 minutes. The meeting can run at lunch
hour or after school.
• Classroom workshop date (week following teacher meeting): The workshop runs for
90 minutes, and accommodates 2 classes at a time. If the weather is expected to be
favourable, schedule the workshop to run outside.
• Stewardship date (optional- within the week following the workshop): If your
organisation has the capacity to support the participating classes in an outing (storm
drain marking, stream cleanup, invasive removal, etc.) you can schedule a date to assist
the class in completing their stewardship project.
• Celebration date (approximately 1-2 weeks following the last workshop date): Allow
for 20 - 30 minutes with each class.
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1

Preparation

Program Promotion

Setting the schedule

Teacher and Student resource preparation

Workshop Resource
Preparation

Teacher and Student Resource Preparation
Materials
• Classroom Mini Eco Kit (a list of items to include is available at leps.bc.ca)
• Student Work Booklet (digital version available for use or modification at leps.bc.ca)
For Consideration
The preparation of Eco Kits for classrooms use is optional
The Eco kit is a resource kit available to participating teachers which includes salmon
related brochures, posters, games and books. The kit, distributed at the teacher meeting, is
designed to support teachers as they guide students through the work booklet and aims to
increase opportunities for subject integration. It should reside in the classroom until the
celebration date.
Preparing the Work Booklet
The work booklet is a student resource that has been designed to support student work
and provide teachers with a tangible product to use in assessment. The booklet is divided
into three sections: Think, Learn, and Act. The first section “Think” contains three
preparatory activities that students complete, either on their own or as a class, in
preparation for the workshop date. The second section “Learn” allows students to record
some of their learning from the workshop date. The final section “Act” is meant to inspire
acts of stewardship. The last page of the resource can be detached from the booklet and
collected by your organization as a way of measuring the various acts of stewardship that
your program inspired within your community.

Workshop Resource Preparation
Materials
• Plastic Totes
• Station Materials
For Consideration
Assembling the necessary workshop resources in advance will alleviate stress during the
implementation stage of programming. Pictures of station resources and setup are
included with the outlines for each station.
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Implementation
Part A
Teacher
meeting

Classroom Preparation
1 week

2
Workshop
Date(s)

Stewardship Project Work
1 to 2 weeks

Classroom
Celebration

Teacher Meeting
Facilitators: 1-2
Materials:
• Eco Kits
• Work Booklets
Outline:
The teacher meeting is the launch of the in-school stage of SIYS. It provides an opportunity
for members of your organization to meet with all participating teachers. At this point, you
can present teachers with their resources, explain the program breakdown and goals and
address any questions that participants may have. Be sure that you are familiar with
curriculum connections, as teachers will likely have questions as to how the program fits
with Prescribed Learning Outcomes. For a copy of BC curriculum links visit leps.bc.ca.

Classroom Preparation
Facilitators: None
Materials:
• Eco Kits
• Work Booklets
Outline:
During the week leading up to the workshop date, students work through the “Think”
section of their work booklets. Depending on teacher preference, students can work
through the activities independently or with teacher guidance. Each activity addresses a
different core subject and can be integrated with regular classroom programming. This
preparation aims to involve teachers directly in SIYS and builds common student
understanding of basic salmon biology and ecology so that information delivered during
the workshop has context and meaning.
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Implementation
Part B
Teacher
meeting

Classroom Preparation
1 week

2
Workshop
Date(s)

Stewardship Project Work
1 to 2 weeks

Classroom
Celebration

This section provides details about the workshop component of SIYS. This is where
students rotate through three stations designed to inspire students to make connections
between human behaviours, threats to salmon and the benefits of watershed stewardship.
As students rotate through the stations, they perform simulated hands-on acts of
stewardship. The goal is that they will carry these positive behaviours forth into their
communities.
Two workshops have been developed: one for Primary students (grades 1 to 3), and the
other for Intermediate students (grades 4 to 7). Each workshop should take no more than
90 minutes and should accommodate no more than two participating classes. Ideally the
workshop stations should be set up outside; however, they can be facilitated in the gym if
weather is unfavourable.
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Implementation
Part B

2

Primary Workshop
Each station introduces students to a different threat for salmon and proposes behaviours
that can counteract the threat. The goal is that students will recognise that they have
power to be a positive influence in their local watersheds.
Each station follows a sequence. During the station introduction, students are introduced
to terminology and concepts that are related to the threat that is being addressed. In the
activity section, students participate in a hands-on activity that will deepen their
understanding of the specific threat to salmon. In the “What can you do?” portion of the
stations, students see how positive choices and behaviours can have a big impact on the
health of the watershed.

Management Notes
Facilitators (total): 4-6 depending on staff/volunteer availability
With younger students, it is important to be very clear with your expectations. Ensure that
students are aware of ground rules and know what to anticipate during their time with you.
Having a clear signal for attention, such as a hand clap, is very helpful for getting settled
into each station as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Try to be aware of your time throughout the workshop. If possible, have teachers divide
the class(es) into three groups prior to arriving for their workshop. Though students are all
assembled for the introduction and conclusion, they will be separated into their groups for
the station work. Each group will change stations every 20 minutes, so ensure that you
allow for sufficient transition time (approximately 3 minutes).
Other helpful hints:
• Ask teachers to have their students wear name tags
• Use a buzzer or timer at each station so that all groups change stations simultaneously
• Ask teachers to have students leave their work books in their classrooms
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Primary Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Healthy Watersheds
20 min

Station B
Salmon Friends
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Group Introduction
Facilitators: 1
Materials
• Stewardship token
• Student workbook
Instructions
For this part of the workshop, assemble all participating students in a common area to set
workshop expectations and goals. This provides an opportunity to introduce your
facilitators, your organization and your reasons for visiting the school.
Upon completing SIYS, all students receive a token to symbolize the fact that they are
accomplished Salmon Stewards. When LEPS delivers SIYS, students earn beads for each
work booklet component that they complete (for a total of four). When they have
completed their stewardship project, they receive a final custom Think Salmon bead. At the
end of the program, the beads are assembled to make a keychain or a zipper pull that
students can display proudly. You may choose to show students the token that they will be
working towards earning.
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Primary Workshop (grades 1-3)
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Healthy Watersheds
20 min

Station B
Salmon Friends
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Station A
Facilitators: 1 or 2
Station Theme: Watershed Pollution
Setup: This station teaches students about how water moves through a watershed. This
station can be setup either indoors or outdoors.

A

C
B note: hill should slope towards the stream
Material Image A
•

•
•
•
•
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Material Image B

5 Raindrops cut from
•
cardboard with Velcro
attachments
•
Coloured straws with Velcro •
attachments
Garbage
Stuffed salmon
Word: “Watershed”

Material Image C

Hill cut from coroplast (with •
stand)
Tarp Stream
•
Storm drain setup
•

Cardboard or coroplast
storm drain grate
Poster storage tube
Plastic stand cut from
coroplast
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Station A (continued)
Introduction:
• Explain to students that they will explore ways that water becomes polluted
• Draw student attention to the tarp stream
• Ask students: “Who lives in this water?” Add stuffed salmon to the stream
• Ask students to comment on their observations of water
Activity:
• Ask students: “What pollutes water?” Most students will respond automatically with
GARBAGE! Have a few students add garbage to the stream.
• Explain that pollution can take many other forms.
• Draw student attention to the hill beside the stream (either natural or model depending on
the location of the station).
• Ask students: “What type of weather do we see A LOT of here in the winter?” Explain that
soon students will help it to rain on the hill.
• Ask students: “Where will that rain go?” Before it rains, demonstrate some human activities
that might happen on the hill:
- Some of the trees along the hill are sprayed with pesticide: Have a student volunteer
hold a “pesticide” straw.
- Some of the people that live at the base of this hill applied fertilizers to their gardens:
Have a student volunteer hold “fertilizer” straws.
- A car spilled oil on a street along the hill: Have a student volunteer hold “oil” straws.
• Invite more students to come up to become water drops. Each student holds a cut-out of a
water drop and carries it along a path down the mountain and along the ground to the
stream. As students move the droplet along, they will encounter pieces of oil, fertilizer and
other pollution that stick to their droplet. When they meet the stream they must drop their
raindrop into the water, along with all of the pollutants that it has picked up.
• Draw student’s attention to the storm drain. Discuss what it is, what it’s for and where it
goes.
• Explain that some people don’t know about storm drains and dump dangerous things down
them: Drop pollutants down the storm drain and have students observe where they end up.
• Ask students to look at the stream and ask them what has happened. Place salmon in the
stream. Ask students “Are the salmon happy?”
What can we do?
• Ask students: “What can we do to make sure the water doesn’t get so polluted?” As
students make suggestions invite them to come up to the stream and remove some of the
pollutants.
• Show DFO storm drain fish and discuss storm drain marking.
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Primary Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Healthy Watersheds
20 min

Station B
Salmon Friends
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Station B
Facilitators: 2
Station theme: Streamside Behaviours
Setup: This station teaches students about how human activity beside a stream is linked to
stream and salmon health. Before students arrive at your station, lay out your tarp stream
and ensure that there is a seating area for students.

A

C
B
Material Image A
•
•
•
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Tarp stream
Tree cut from coroplast
Storm drain grate

Material Image B
Lifecycle display boxes:
• 2500 eggs (beads)
• 375 fry (balloons)
• 30 smolt (fish beads)
• 5 adults (barrettes)
• 2 spawners (stuffed toys)

Material Image C
Props for Stream Actors:
Garbage items
Stuffed dogs
Hint cards showing actions
(for younger kids)
• Rocks
•
•
•
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Station B
Introduction:
• Show students the lifecycle display boxes. Ask students to estimate how many of each item
is in each container.
• Explain that there is a big drop-off in the number of salmon that survive to fry stage and
that often young salmon die because people don’t know how to be good salmon stewards.
• Explain that students will be using their acting skills to discover the right and the wrong way
to act around salmon streams.
Activity:
• Divide the group in two: 1) Detective group 2) Stream side group.
• Detective Group: Students leave the room and prepare for their task, which is to determine
what is good or bad in the scene that they return to. Explain that when they return, they
will find the rest of the group frozen in activities around the stream. It will be their job to
figure out what the statues are doing, and how their actions might affect salmon.
• Stream side group: Students stay in the room and assume a series of frozen poses around
the stream (eg: Throwing garbage out, jumping in the water, walking a dog in the water,
planting a tree, picking up after their dog). Depending on student age, poses can be
assigned or brainstormed.
• Invite the detective group to return and walk around silently for a few minutes sharing their
observations about what is going on. If the detectives need help, you can bring the
streamside group to action for a few seconds.
What can we do?
• Revisit the positive actions we can do while visiting streams. Discuss how we can encourage
people to practice the positive behaviours.
• Detectives can correct or reposition the students that are behaving poorly near the stream.
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Primary Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Healthy Watersheds
20 min

Station B
Salmon Friends
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Station C
Facilitators: 2
Station theme: Habitat destruction and restoration
Setup: This station teaches students about how stream habitat is linked to the health of
salmon. This station requires a comfortable area for sitting and storytelling.

C
A

B
Material Image A
•
•
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Poster showing features of
a healthy stream
Felt board stream

Material Image B
•

Habitat items cut fro m felt

Material Image C
•
•

Book: Salmon Creek
Envelopes for felt items
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Station C (continued)
Introduction:
• Ask students: “What is habitat? What is healthy habitat?”
• Read students an excerpt of Salmon Creek.
• Review with students what Sumi noticed about her home.
• Show students the empty felt board: “What’s missing?”
• Use student ideas to guide the creation of a two dimensional display of a healthy habitat
with the students using a felt board and various stream components.
• Review the importance of each component of a healthy stream as it is added to the display.
• Discuss things that can disturb the habitat and add laminated icons to represent these
things (chainsaw, housing development etc.). As more disturbance icons are added, remove
healthy stream components.
Alternative Activity (for grades 2 and 3):
(Outdoor)
• The group is divided into four teams and each team is assigned a section of a large stream
•
Students use coroplast props to restore their section of stream.
• Once each group is finished, one member receives a spawning salmon and is asked to place
it somewhere along their stream section.
(Indoor)
• Students are broken into groups of three or four and receive their own paper stream.
• Students use small plastic props (rocks, trees, etc.) to restore their stream.
What can you do?
• Go over some of the specific ways to improve stream health and things that students can
do themselves.
• Discuss how students can be involved with local stream restoration initiatives.

Group Conclusion
Facilitators: 1
The conclusion portion of the workshop allows you to reinforce any specific information that you
would like students to remember. It is also an opportunity to introduce students to the work pages
in their booklets that they can complete using the information that they learned during the
workshop.
Perhaps the most important thing to address in the conclusion is the fact that students will next
complete the “Act” portion of the SIYS program. This will have them working on a stewardship
project of their teacher’s choice. Once the project is completed, inform students that you will
return to celebrate their accomplishments and award their stewardship token to show that they are
official Salmon Stewards!
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Intermediate Workshop (grades 4-7)
Each station addresses a different threat to salmon and proposes stewardship behaviours
that can counteract these threats. The goal is that students will see that they can make
choices for the benefit of salmon and have power as stewards of the environment.
Each station follows a progression. During the station introduction, students are
introduced to terminology and concepts that are related to the threat that is being
addressed. In the activity section, students participate in a hands on activity that will
deepen their understanding of the specific threat to salmon. In the “What can you do”
portion of the stations, students see how simple choices and behaviours can have a big
impact on the health of the watershed.

Management Notes
It is equally as important to set clear expectations for intermediate students as for primary
students. With older students you can have them come up with a list of three or four rules
that they feel to be important. Remind participants that they are with you to learn how to
become better caretakers of their watershed, which includes respecting not only the
environment, but each other as well.
Be aware of your time throughout the workshop. If possible, have teachers divide the
class(es) into three groups prior to arriving for their workshop. Although students are all
assembled for the introduction and conclusion, they will be separated into their groups for
the station work. Each group will need to change stations every 20 minutes, so ensure that
you allow for sufficient transition time (approximately 3 minutes).
Other helpful hints:
• Ask teachers to have their students wear name tags
• Use a buzzer or timer at each station so that all groups change stations simultaneously
• Ask teachers to have students leave their work booklets in the classroom
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Intermediate Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Watershed Pollution
20 min

Station B
Water Quality
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Group Introduction
Facilitators: 1
Materials
• Stewardship Token (of choice)
• Student workbook
Instructions
For this part of the workshop, assemble all participating students in a common area to set
workshop expectations and goals. This provides an opportunity to introduce your
facilitators, your organization and your reasons for visiting the school.
Upon completing SIYS, all students receive a token to symbolize the fact that they are
accomplished Salmon Stewards. When LEPS delivers SIYS, students earn beads for each
work booklet component that they complete (for a total of four). When they have
completed their stewardship project, they receive a final custom Think Salmon bead. At the
end of the program, the beads are assembled to make a keychain or a zipper pull that
students can display proudly. You may choose to show students the token that they will be
working towards earning.
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Intermediate Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Watershed Pollution
20 min

Station B
Water Quality
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Station A
Facilitator: 1 or 2
Station Theme: Watershed Pollution
Setup: This station teaches students about how human activity along a landscape is linked to the
streams that flow near by. If possible, it is best to set this station up outside.
For the introduction portion of the station, set up a table to display your materials (A). For the
activity portion of the station, lay the tarp stream at the bottom of a natural hill and set up rain
markers randomly along the top of the hill. It is also helpful to have the pollution tokens scattered
along the side of the hill before students arrive at the station (B). Have a model of a storm drain set
up at the edge of the stream (C).

B
C
A
Material Image A

Material Image B

3D model of a watershed
•
Watershed map of your
•
community
•
• Aerial image of a watershed
• Cutout of raindrop with
velcro tabs for pollution
tokens
• Straws of various colours to
22 represent pollution
•
•

Material Image C

Number markers
•
Tarp stream
Straws of various colours to •
represent pollution
•

Cardboard or coroplast
storm drain grate
Poster storage tube
Plastic stand cut from
coroplast
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Station A (continued)
Introduction:
• Explain to students that this station is will cover something called “non-point source
pollution”, which can be a threat to salmon and to the watershed where they live.
• Ask students: “What is a watershed?”
• To demonstrate, have a student come up and hold the aerial image of a watershed. Have
students describe what they see. Explain that it is a 2 dimensional representation of water
moving across a landscape. A watershed is a series of connected waterways that flow
across a landscape.
Activity:
• Have students take note of the tarp stream that you have set up.
• Ask students: “How does that stream get filled with water?”
• Explain that not all of the water that enters the stream gets there directly, some of it falls as
rain on the hills surrounding the stream. This rainfall is important for the health of the
stream.
• Using the cutout of a raindrop, explain how some human activities along the landscape can
change the quality of the runoff rainwater. Show how water picks up particles that it
encounters by attaching pollution tokens to the raindrop. Explain what each pollution
straw might represent (eg. pesticides, oil, or fertilizers).
• Explain to students that they will become part of that stream’s watershed. They will start as
rain droplets that have fallen at the top of the hill and travel across the landscape. As water
they must pick up pollutants that they encounter along the way.
• Have students line up at the rain cloud markers and instruct them to “flow” towards the
tarp stream. When they get to the stream, they deposit any collected pollution into the
water and then stand along the water’s edge. Management note: When students “flow”
toward the tarp make sure that they maintain their position in line and instruct the lead
water droplet to walk in a straight line towards the stream. Limit the maximum number of
tokens that each student can collect.
• Have students deposit their pollution into the stream. Recap what happened with students,
explaining that they were just part of “non-point source pollution”.
What can You Do?
• Simulate a stream cleanup with students.
• Ask students: “How do we get rid of the pollutants that arrived in the stream from the hill?”
Point out that once the pollutants are in the water, they are almost impossible to remove As
students suggest ways of preventing the pollution from entering the water, have them
collect straws from the stream.
• Ask students: “How do we get rid of storm drain pollution?” Discuss storm drain marking
with students.
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Intermediate Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Station A
Watershed Pollution
20 min

Station B
Water Quality
20 minutes

Station C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Station B
Facilitator: 1 or 2
Station Theme: Water Quality
Setup: This station teaches students about how water pollutants are linked to the healthy
development of salmon. This station works well both indoors and outdoors. Ensure that
there is a display area for all of the introduction materials and posters (A, B, C). Have a
second area where you’ve set up the pH activity on 2 tables (D).

B

D
D

A

C

Material Image A

Material Image B and C

Lifecycle display boxes:
• 2500 eggs (beads)
• 375 fry (balloons)
• 30 smolt (fish beads)
• 5 adults (barrettes)
• 2 spawners (stuffed toys)

•
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•

Poster: “Healthy stream
data”
Poster: “Wide range pH
scale”

Material Image D
pH experiment:
Beaker of tap water
Beakers of “contaminants”:
vegetable oil, vinegar,
Windex, milk of magnesium
• Wide range pH paper colour
chart
• 2 strips of Wide range pH
paper
•
•
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Station B (continued)
Introduction:
• Explain to students that they are going to learn exactly why stream pollution can be
dangerous for salmon.
• Show students the lifecycle display boxes. Have students estimate how many salmon
survive each stage.
• Ask students: “Where do you observe the biggest drop off?” .
• Ask students: “Why do you think so many eggs die off in the wild?”.
• Discuss what salmon require to develop (oxygen, neutral pH, and temperature max 15C)
• Explain to students what pH is. Discuss how pollution can change the chemistry of the
water, including pH, which makes it hard for salmon to develop.
Activity:
• Explain to students that they will be testing pH to discover how pollutants can alter water
quality.
• Students read a “scenario card” that describes something that someone has done to add
pollutants to the stream.
• Using pH strips, students test the pH of the water and then the pH of the contaminant.
Have them compare results.
What can you do?
• Discuss student findings and the effects that the contaminants could have on salmon
development.
• Demonstrate what happens when oil (one of the contaminants) mixes with water. Have
students predict how this might influence salmon populations.
• Discuss ways that they can prevent these contaminants from getting into the waterways
• Explain Stream Keepers and explain to students that water quality testing is a way of
stewarding the watershed.
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Intermediate Workshop
Group
Introduction
10 min

Centre A
Watershed Pollution
20 min

Centre B
Water Quality
20 minutes

Centre C
Healthy Habitat
20 minutes

Group
Conclusion
10 min

Station C
Facilitator: 1 or 2
Station Theme: Healthy Habitat
Setup: This station teaches students about how stream habitat is linked to the health of
salmon. The setup for this station is quite simple, but is best done indoors. Ensure that
there is a seating area for students and an area large enough for them to work with their
cardboard streams (time permitting).

B

A
Material Image A
•
•
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C
Material Image B

Poster showing features of a •
healthy stream
•
Felt board stream

Material Image D

Book: Salmon Creek
•
Habitat items cut from felt
•

Cardboard cutout of a
stream
Stream components:
noodles (logs), pompoms
(bushes), plastic trees,
plastic rocks, small felt
salmon
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Station C (continued)
Introduction:
• Ask students: “What is habitat? What is healthy habitat?”.
• Read students an excerpt of Salmon Creek.
• Review with students what Sumi noticed about her home.
• Show students the empty felt board: “What’s missing?”.
• Use student ideas to guide the creation of a two dimensional display of a healthy habitat
with the students using a felt board and various stream components.
• Review the importance of each component of a healthy stream as it is added to the display.
• Discuss things that can disturb the habitat and add laminated icons to represent these
things (chainsaw, housing development etc.). As more disturbance icons are added, remove
healthy stream components.
Alternative Activity (for grades 2 and 3):
(Outdoor)
• The group is divided into four teams and each team is assigned a section of a large stream
•
Students use coroplast props to restore their section of stream.
• Once each group is finished, one member receives a spawning salmon and is asked to place
it somewhere along their stream section.
(Indoor)
• Students are broken into groups of three or four and receive their own paper stream
• Students use small plastic props (rocks, trees, etc.) to restore their stream.
What can you do?
• Go over some of the specific ways to improve stream health and things that students can
do themselves.
• Discuss how students can be involved with local stream restoration initiatives.

Group Conclusion
Facilitators: 1
The conclusion portion of the workshop allows you to reinforce any specific information that you
would like students to remember. It is also an opportunity to introduce students to the work pages
in their booklets that they can complete using the information that they learned during the
workshop.
Perhaps the most important thing to address in the conclusion is the fact that students will next
complete the “Act” portion of the SIYS program. This will have them working on a stewardship
project of their teacher’s choice. Once the project is completed, inform students that you will
return to celebrate their accomplishments and award their stewardship token to show that they are
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Implementation
Part C

Teacher
meeting

Classroom Preparation
1 week

2
Workshop
Date(s)

Stewardship Project Work
1 to 2 weeks

Classroom
Celebration

By completing the workshop, students are equipped to apply what they have learned be
designing and completing a stewardship project of their choice. Hopefully, by completing a
real act of stewardship, students will gain a new perspective about their role as
environmental stewards.

Stewardship Project Work
Facilitators Needed: 1 (Optional)
Materials
• Work Booklet
• Community Stewardship Options Document
For Consideration
The stewardship project provides students with an opportunity to act directly for the benefit of
their local watershed. It also provides teachers with a chance to integrate SIYS learning with the
core curriculum. The project result (journal, research project, letter to the editor, poster, etc) can
then be used to assess student learning.
If the teacher is comfortable planning the project on their own, then your organization’s role is
minimal. Your organisation may offer activities such as storm drain marking, invasive species
removal and stream cleanups which are relatively easy and quick to facilitate, but are very
meaningful actions with direct, perceivable benefits to local watersheds. Your group’s level of
involvement with this part of the implementation stage will be dependent on resources and time.

Classroom Celebrations
Facilitators Needed: 1
Materials
• Stewardship token
• Other activity of your choice
The final part of SIYS is the classroom celebration. The celebration is the last visit to the school, and
is a chance to review with the students what they learned throughout the SIYS program, to celebrate with them their stewardship project and to present them with their token for becoming
salmon stewards. This token can be of your own choice and should reflect the ideals of sustainability and stewardship. The celebration should take between 20-30 minutes.
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Evaluation

3

Evaluation
It is up to each organization to decide how to evaluate its program, as the process will be
set up according to specific criteria. Evaluation is an important component of any
successful education program.
Evaluation of a program and its components serves three basic purposes:
• To determine the extent to which specified goals and objectives are being met
• To make needed corrections
• To gain general and theoretical insights, which will apply to future efforts
Evaluation for the SIYS program could consist of an evaluation form that encourages both
student and teacher feedback and considers responses relating to student and teacher
resources (work booklets, the mini eco-kits, and the actual field activities), the workshop
day, and the stewardship and celebration component.
There are many resources available on the internet on how to best determine your
evaluation needs. Here are three resources that consider evaluation techniques for
informal learning:
www.inspiringlearningforall.gov.uk/
www.thenhier.ca/en/content/abstracts-and-summaries
www.informalscience.org
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Appendix
Resource list
A comprehensive list of all resources used for SIYS is available at leps.bc.ca and includes
downloadable versions of the following items:
•

•
•
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Eco Kit Contents
- Primary
- Intermediate
Station Materials
Printed material
- Primary Work Booklets
- Intermediate Work Booklets
- Teacher Meeting Form
- Administrator Letter

Appendix
Images
Salmon in the Schoolyard in Action
Staff from LEPS and students of Uplands Elementary and Nicomekl
Elementary Schools from SD 35 in action during SISY workshop
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